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Published from Liverpool since its foundation by E. Allison Peers in 1923

Bulletin of Hispanic Studies

CRITICAL INQUIRY is an interdisciplinary journal devoted to publishing the best critical thought in the arts and humanities. Combining a commitment to rigorous scholarship with a vital concern for dialogue and debate, the journal presents articles by eminent critics, scholars, and artists on a wide variety of issues central to contemporary criticism and culture.

ISIS features scholarly articles, research notes and commentary on the history of science, medicine, and technology, and their cultural influences. Review essays and book reviews on new publications in the field are also included. Individual subscribers are enrolled as members of the History of Science Society.

The Bulletin of Hispanic Studies is the foremost journal published in Britain devoted to the languages, literatures and civilizations of Spain, Portugal and Latin America. It is recognized across the world as one of the front-ranking journals in the field of Hispanic scholarship.

Recent policy has resulted in a substantial increase in the number of articles published and a reduction of the waiting time between submission and publication of both articles and reviews.

Further information and a free sample copy are available from the address below.

LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Senate House, Abercromby Square, Liverpool L69 3BX, UK
Tel +44(0)151-794-2233 Fax +44(0)151-794-2235

Mosaic: a journal for the interdisciplinary study of literature

The Interarts Project (Mosaic, 1998, Vol. 31, Nos. 1-4) answers many timely questions about the cultural significance of changing relationships between the arts. Featuring 36 original essays, with illustrations and citations of current research, these special issues will serve as an invaluable text for teachers and scholars in the restructured university of the 21st century.

Subscription rates:
1 year: $30 2 years: $52
Outside Canada pay in $1.00. and add $5/year.
Single copies of Vol 31/1-4:
$14.95; outside Canada add $3/copy.
Visa and Mastercard accepted.

Cultural Agenda

Establishing Frameworks

Now in its thirty-first year, Studies in the Literary Imagination is a biannual journal devoted to literary criticism and literary scholarship. Forthcoming issues include topics such as Toni Morrison and the American South, and Poetics of the Archive.

Individuals $10 (U.S.A.)
$15 (Outside U.S.A.)

Institutions $20/$25

To subscribe, send a check to:
Studies in the Literary Imagination
Department of English, Georgia State University; Atlanta, GA 30303-3083
USA

ph: 404-651-2900 fax: 404-651-1710
E-mail: engjsp@panther.gsu.edu

Canadian Literature
The University of British Columbia

S O P I E

Canadian Literature, published quarterly at the University of British Columbia, explores and celebrates the best Canadian writing and writing. Each issue contains articles on writers and books - with some issues devoted entirely to special topics - together with new poems and an extensive section reviewing recent and current books.

With the help of a broad and international readership in both French and English, will convince you to subscribe to the most respected source: Canadian Literature.

Canadian Literature
The University of British Columbia
617-1855 West Mall
Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1Z2

Tel: 604-822-2700
Fax: 604-822-5504
E-mail: orders@ubc.ca
www.cds-iblc.ca
Printed on acid-free recycled paper
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Establishing Frameworks

Representing Women

Challenging the Mainstream

RATES FOR 1999

1999

CANADIAN ORDERS

1 year

4 issues

INDIVIDUALS

$40 • $115 POSTAGE + $42.80

INSTITUTIONS

$55 • $135 GILT + $55.85

Outsider Canada
1 year

4 issues

INDIVIDUALS

$40 • $115 POSTAGE

INSTITUTIONS

$55 • $135 GILT

$70

For more information on these and other University of Chicago Press titles, see our website at http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/